Significantly improve energy efficiency and reduce maintenance costs without compromising design.

- High Lumen Round LED Module
- Excellent brightness and color uniformity
- 50,000 Hr lifetime
- No ultraviolet or infrared radiation
- ROHS compliant

High lumen Round LED Module - 120 -277 Voltage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Operating Current</th>
<th>Luminous Power</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>CRI</th>
<th>Lamp Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3000K</td>
<td>480mA</td>
<td>10W</td>
<td>715lm</td>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>60w Incan./13wPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000K</td>
<td>480mA</td>
<td>10W</td>
<td>870lm</td>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>75w Incan./13wPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000K</td>
<td>960mA</td>
<td>20W</td>
<td>1350lm</td>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>100W Incan./26wPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000K</td>
<td>960mA</td>
<td>20W</td>
<td>1630lm</td>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>100w Incan./32wPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000K</td>
<td>1440mA</td>
<td>30W</td>
<td>1750lm</td>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>150w Incan./32wPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000K</td>
<td>1440mA</td>
<td>30W</td>
<td>2195lm</td>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>150w Incan./42wPL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typical test temp 25C

Unprecedented Efficiency, Performance and Flexibility
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturers instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory’s discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.
ANGLE SERIES: A814

**A814-41-E6-41**
14” Angle Shade with E6 Arm in Black. Medium Base Socket.*

**A814-41-E6-41-200GLFR-GUP-41-RTC-42WPL-41**
14” Angle Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Black and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**A814-42-E6-42**
14” Angle Shade with E6 Arm in Forest Green. Medium Base Socket.*

**A814-42-E6-42-200GLFR-GUP-42-RTC-42WPL-42**
14” Angle Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Forest Green and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**A814-44-E6-44**
14” Angle Shade with E6 Arm in White. Medium Base Socket.*

**A814-44-E6-44-200GLFR-GUP-44-RTC-42WPL-44**
14” Angle Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in White and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**A814-49-E6-49**
14” Angle Shade with E6 Arm in Galvanized. Medium Base Socket.*

**A814-49-E6-49-200GLFR-GUP-49-RTC-42WPL-49**
14” Angle Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Galvanized and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory’s discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.
DEEP BOWL SERIES: D616

Available in LED

D616-41-100GLFR-GUP-41-RBHC-32WPL-41
16” Deep Bowl Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

D616-41-100GLFR-GUP-41-RWHC-32WPL-41
16” Deep Bowl Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

D616-42-100GLFR-GUP-42-RBHC-32WPL-42
16” Deep Bowl Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

D616-42-100GLFR-GUP-42-RWHC-32WPL-42
16” Deep Bowl Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

D616-44-100GLFR-GUP-44-RBHC-32WPL-44
16” Deep Bowl Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

D616-44-100GLFR-GUP-44-RWHC-32WPL-44
16” Deep Bowl Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

D616-49-100GLFR-GUP-49-RBHC-32WPL-49
16” Deep Bowl Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

D616-49-100GLFR-GUP-49-RWHC-32WPL-49
16” Deep Bowl Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.

Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturers instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory’s discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
DEEP BOWL SERIES: D618

Available in LED

D618-41-E6-41
18” Deep Bowl Shade with E6 Arm in Black. Medium Base Socket.*

D618-41-E6-41-200GLFR-GUP-41-RTC-42WPL-41
18” Deep Bowl Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Black and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

D618-42-E6-42
18” Deep Bowl Shade with E6 Arm in Forest Green. Medium Base Socket.*

D618-42-E6-42-200GLFR-GUP-42-RTC-42WPL-42
18” Deep Bowl Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Forest Green and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

D618-44-E6-44
18” Deep Bowl Shade with E6 Arm in White. Medium Base Socket.*

D618-44-E6-44-200GLFR-GUP-44-RTC-42WPL-44
18” Deep Bowl Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in White and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

D618-49-E6-49
18” Deep Bowl Shade with E6 Arm in Galvanized. Medium Base Socket.*

D618-49-E6-49-200GLFR-GUP-49-RTC-42WPL-49
18” Deep Bowl Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Galvanized and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturers instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.

**DEEP BOWL SERIES: D618**

- **D618-41-BLC-41**
  18" Deep Bowl Shade in Black with 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

- **D618-41-WHC-41**
  18" Deep Bowl Shade in Black with 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

- **D618-42-BLC-42**
  18" Deep Bowl Shade in Forest Green with 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

- **D618-42-WHC-42**
  18" Deep Bowl Shade in Forest Green with 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

- **D618-44-BLC-44**
  18" Deep Bowl Shade in White with 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

- **D618-44-WHC-44**
  18" Deep Bowl Shade in White with 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

- **D618-49-BLC-49**
  18" Deep Bowl Shade in Galvanized with 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

- **D618-49-WHC-49**
  18" Deep Bowl Shade in Galvanized with 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*
DEEP BOWL SERIES: D618

Available in LED

D618-41-200GLFR-GUP-41-RBHC-42WPL-41
18” Deep Bowl Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

D618-42-200GLFR-GUP-42-RWHC-42WPL-42
18” Deep Bowl Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

D618-44-200GLFR-GUP-44-RWHC-42WPL-44
18” Deep Bowl Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

D618-49-200GLFR-GUP-49-RWHC-42WPL-49
18” Deep Bowl Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.
EMBLEM SERIES: M714

M714-41-E6-41
14" Emblem Shade with E6 Arm in Black. Medium Base Socket.*

M714-42-E6-42
14" Emblem Shade with E6 Arm in Forest Green. Medium Base Socket.*

M714-44-E6-44
14" Emblem Shade with E6 Arm in White. Medium Base Socket.*

M714-49-E6-49
14" Emblem Shade with E6 Arm in Galvanized. Medium Base Socket.*

M714-41-E6-41-200GLFR-GUP-41-RTC-42WPL-41
14" Emblem Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Black and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

M714-42-E6-42-200GLFR-GUP-42-RTC-42WPL-42
14" Emblem Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Forest Green and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

M714-44-E6-44-200GLFR-GUP-44-RTC-42WPL-44
14" Emblem Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in White and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

M714-49-E6-49-200GLFR-GUP-49-RTC-42WPL-49
14" Emblem Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Galvanized and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.
*Max wattage based on open lamp.

Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
ORBITOR SERIES: ORB12

For LED options see pages 25-27.

ORB12-FR-41-BLC-41
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Black with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB12-FR-41-WHC-41
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Black with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB12-FR-42-BLC-42
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB12-FR-42-WHC-42
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB12-FR-44-BLC-44
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in White with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB12-FR-44-WHC-44
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in White with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB12-FR-49-BLC-49
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB12-FR-49-WHC-49
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.

For LED options see pages 25-27.

**ORB12-FR-41-RBHC-32WPL-41**
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Black with 8' Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**ORB12-FR-41-RWHC-32WPL-41**
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Black with 8' White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**ORB12-FR-42-RBHC-32WPL-42**
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with 8' Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**ORB12-FR-42-RWHC-32WPL-42**
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with 8' White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**ORB12-FR-44-RBHC-32WPL-44**
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in White with 8' Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**ORB12-FR-44-RWHC-32WPL-44**
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in White with 8' White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**ORB12-FR-49-RBHC-32WPL-49**
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with 8' Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**ORB12-FR-49-RWHC-32WPL-49**
12" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with 8' White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.
For LED options see pages 25-27.

**ORB16-FR-41-E6-41**
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass with E6 Arm in Black. Medium Base Socket.*

**ORB16-FR-41-E6-41-RTC-32WPL-41**
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass with E6 Arm in Black and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**ORB16-FR-42-E6-42**
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass with E6 Arm in Forest Green. Medium Base Socket.*

**ORB16-FR-42-E6-42-RTC-32WPL-42**
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass with E6 Arm in Forest Green and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**ORB16-FR-44-E6-44**
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass with E6 Arm in White. Medium Base Socket.*

**ORB16-FR-44-E6-44-RTC-32WPL-44**
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass with E6 Arm in White and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**ORB16-FR-49-E6-49**
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass with E6 Arm in Galvanized. Medium Base Socket.*

**ORB16-FR-49-E6-49-RTC-32WPL-49**
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass with E6 Arm in Galvanized and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.
ORB16-FR-41-BLC-41
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Black with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB16-FR-41-WHC-41
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Black with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB16-FR-42-BLC-42
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB16-FR-42-WHC-42
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB16-FR-44-BLC-44
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in White with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB16-FR-44-WHC-44
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in White with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB16-FR-49-BLC-49
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB16-FR-49-WHC-49
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

* Max wattage based on open lamp.
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturers instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
ORB16-FR-41-RBHC-32WPL-41
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Black with 8' Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

ORB16-FR-41-RWHC-32WPL-41
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Black with 8' White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

ORB16-FR-42-RWHC-32WPL-42
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with 8' White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

ORB16-FR-42-RWHC-32WPL-42
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with 8' White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

ORB16-FR-44-RBHC-32WPL-44
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in White with 8' Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

ORB16-FR-44-RWHC-32WPL-44
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in White with 8' White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

ORB16-FR-49-RBHC-32WPL-49
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with 8' Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

ORB16-FR-49-RWHC-32WPL-49
16" Orbitor Shade with 100W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with 8' White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.
**ORBITOR SERIES: ORB216** For LED options see pages 25-27.

**ORB216-FR-41-E6-41**
16" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Black with E6 Arm. Medium Base Socket.*

**ORB216-FR-41-E6-41-RTC-42WPL-41**
16" Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, E6 Arm in Black and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**ORB216-FR-42-E6-42**
16" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with E6 Arm. Medium Base Socket.*

**ORB216-FR-42-E6-42-RTC-42WPL-42**
16" Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, E6 Arm in Forest Green and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**ORB216-FR-44-E6-44**
16" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in White with E6 Arm. Medium Base Socket.*

**ORB216-FR-44-E6-44-RTC-42WPL-44**
16" Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, E6 Arm in White and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**ORB216-FR-49-E6-49**
16" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with E6 Arm. Medium Base Socket.*

**ORB216-FR-49-E6-49-RTC-42WPL-49**
16" Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, E6 Arm in Galvanized and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.

Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
ORBITOR SERIES: ORB216

FOR LED OPTIONS SEE PAGES 25-27.

ORB216-FR-41-BLC-41
16” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Black with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB216-FR-41-WHC-41
16” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Black with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB216-FR-42-BLC-42
16” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB216-FR-42-WHC-42
16” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB216-FR-44-BLC-44
16” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in White with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB216-FR-44-WHC-44
16” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in White with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB216-FR-49-BLC-49
16” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB216-FR-49-WHC-49
16” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*
*Max wattage based on open lamp.

Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturers instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
ORBITOR SERIES: ORB218

For LED options see pages 25-27.

ORB218-FR-41-E6-41
18” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Black with E6 Arm. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-41-E6-41-RTC-42WPL-41
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, E6 Arm in Black and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

ORB218-FR-42-E6-42
18” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with E6 Arm. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-42-E6-42-RTC-42WPL-42
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, E6 Arm in Forest Green and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

ORB218-FR-44-E6-44
18” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in White with E6 Arm. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-44-E6-44-RTC-42WPL-44
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, E6 Arm in White and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

ORB218-FR-49-E6-49
18” Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with E6 Arm. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-49-E6-49-RTC-42WPL-49
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, E6 Arm in Galvanized and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.
ORBITOR SERIES: ORB218 For LED options see pages 25-27.

ORB218-FR-41-BLC-41
18" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Black with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-41-WHC-41
18" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Black with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-42-BLC-42
18" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-42-WHC-42
18" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-44-BLC-44
18" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in White with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-44-WHC-44
18" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in White with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-49-BLC-49
18" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

ORB218-FR-49-WHC-49
18" Orbitor 200 Shade, 200W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

* Max wattage based on open lamp.

Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturers instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
ORBITOR SERIES: ORB218

For LED options see pages 25-27.

**ORB218-FR-41-RBHC-42WPL-41**
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass in Black with 8’ Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**ORB218-FR-41-RWHC-42WPL-41**
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass in Black with 8’ White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**ORB218-FR-42-RBHC-42WPL-42**
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with 8’ Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**ORB218-FR-42-RWHC-42WPL-42**
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass in Forest Green with 8’ White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**ORB218-FR-44-RBHC-42WPL-44**
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass in White with 8’ Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**ORB218-FR-44-RWHC-42WPL-44**
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass in White with 8’ White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**ORB218-FR-49-RBHC-42WPL-49**
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with 8’ Black Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

**ORB218-FR-49-RWHC-42WPL-49**
18” Orbitor 200 Shade with 200W Frosted Glass in Galvanized with 8’ White Cord. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.
LED ORBITER SERIES: ORB216LD
Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temp. of 3K or 5K.

ORB216LD-FR-E6-RTC-30LED-3K-41
16” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass, E6 Arm in Black. Cover Plate and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

ORB216LD-FR-RBHC-30LED-3K-41
16” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass in Black with 8’ Black Cord (White cord also available). Canopy and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

ORB216LD-FR-E6-RTC-30LED-3K-42
16” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass in Forest Green. E6 Arm in Black. Cover Plate and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

ORB216LD-FR-RBHC-30LED-3K-42
16” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass in Forest Green with 8’ Black Cord (White cord also available). Canopy and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

ORB216LD-FR-E6-RTC-30LED-3K-44
16” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass, E6 Arm in White. Cover Plate and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

ORB216LD-FR-RBHC-30LED-3K-44
16” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass in White with 8’ Black Cord (White cord also available). Canopy and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

ORB216LD-FR-E6-RTC-30LED-3K-49
16” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass, E6 Arm in Galvanized. Cover Plate and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

ORB216LD-FR-RBHC-30LED-3K-49
16” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass in Galvanized with 8’ Black Cord (White cord also available). Canopy and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.

Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are UL wet listed when installed according to manufacturers instructions. Fixtures with cord are UL damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory’s discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
LED ORBITER SERIES: ORB218LD
Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temp. of 3K or 5K.

**ORB218LD-FR-E6-RTC-30LED-3K-41**
18” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass, E6 Arm in Black. Cover Plate and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

**ORB218LD-FR-RBHC-30LED-3K-41**
18” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass in Black with 8’ Black Cord (White Cord is also available). Canopy and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

**ORB218LD-FR-E6-RTC-30LED-3K-42**
18” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass, E6 Arm in Forest Green. Cover Plate and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

**ORB218LD-FR-RBHC-30LED-3K-42**
18” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass in Forest Green with 8’ Black Cord (White Cord is also available). Canopy and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

**ORB218LD-FR-E6-RTC-30LED-3K-44**
18” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass, E6 Arm in White. Cover Plate and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

**ORB218LD-FR-RBHC-30LED-3K-44**
18” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass in White with 8’ Black Cord (White Cord is also available). Canopy and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

**ORB218LD-FR-E6-RTC-30LED-3K-49**
18” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass, E6 Arm in Galvanized. Cover Plate and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.

**ORB218LD-FR-RBHC-30LED-3K-49**
18” LED Orbiter Shade with frosted glass in Galvanized with 8’ Black Cord (White Cord is also available). Canopy and Ballast included. Available in 10w, 20w or 30w LED and Color Temperature of 3K or 5K.
LED ORBITER SERIES: ORB220LD

*Max wattage based on open lamp.

Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
### RADIAL SERIES: R916

**Available in LED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R916-41-E6-41</td>
<td>16&quot; Radial Shade Shade with E6 Arm in Black. Medium Base Socket.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R916-41-E6-41-100GLFR-GUP-41-RTC-32WPL-41</td>
<td>16&quot; Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Black and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R916-42-E6-42</td>
<td>16&quot; Radial Shade with E6 Arm in Forest Green. Medium Base Socket.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R916-42-E6-42-100GLFR-GUP-42-RTC-32WPL-42</td>
<td>16&quot; Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Forest Green and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R916-44-E6-44</td>
<td>16&quot; Radial Shade with E6 Arm in White. Medium Base Socket.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R916-44-E6-44-100GLFR-GUP-44-RTC-32WPL-44</td>
<td>16&quot; Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in White and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R916-49-E6-49</td>
<td>16&quot; Radial Shade with E6 Arm in Galvanized. Medium Base Socket.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R916-49-E6-49-100GLFR-GUP-49-RTC-32WPL-49</td>
<td>16&quot; Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Galvanized and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory’s discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.

R916-41-BLC-41
16” Radial Shade in Black with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

R916-41-WHC-41
16” Radial Shade in Black with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

R916-42-BLC-42
16” Radial Shade in Forest Green with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

R916-42-WHC-42
16” Radial Shade in Forest Green with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

R916-44-BLC-44
16” Radial Shade in White with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

R916-44-WHC-44
16” Radial Shade in White with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

R916-49-BLC-49
16” Radial Shade in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

R916-49-WHC-49
16” Radial Shade in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*
R916-41-100GLFR-GUP-41-RBHC-32WPL-41
16” Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

R916-41-100GLFR-GUP-41-RWHC-32WPL-41
16” Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

R916-42-100GLFR-GUP-42-RBHC-32WPL-42
16” Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

R916-42-100GLFR-GUP-42-RWHC-32WPL-42
16” Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

R916-44-100GLFR-GUP-44-RBHC-32WPL-44
16” Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

R916-44-100GLFR-GUP-44-RWHC-32WPL-44
16” Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

R916-49-100GLFR-GUP-49-RBHC-32WPL-49
16” Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

R916-49-100GLFR-GUP-49-RWHC-32WPL-49
16” Radial Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized.

Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturers instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory’s discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.

**Available in LED**

### RADIAL SERIES: R918

- **R918-41-E6-41**
  18” Radial Shade Shade with E6 Arm in Black. Medium Base Socket.*

- **R918-41-E6-41-200GLFR-GUP-41-RTC-42WPL-41**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Black and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

- **R918-42-E6-42**
  18” Radial Shade with E6 Arm in Forest Green. Medium Base Socket.*

  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Forest Green and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

- **R918-44-E6-44**
  18” Radial Shade with E6 Arm in White. Medium Base Socket.*

- **R918-44-E6-44-200GLFR-GUP-44-RTC-42WPL-44**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in White and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

- **R918-49-E6-49**
  18” Radial Shade with E6 Arm in Galvanized. Medium Base Socket.*

- **R918-49-E6-49-200GLFR-GUP-49-RTC-42WPL-49**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Galvanized and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.
Available in LED

**RADIAL SERIES: R918**

**R918-41-BLC-41**
18” Radial Shade in Black with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

**R918-41-WHC-41**
18” Radial Shade in Black with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

**R918-42-BLC-42**
18” Radial Shade in Forest Green with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

**R918-42-WHC-42**
18” Radial Shade in Forest Green with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

**R918-44-BLC-44**
18” Radial Shade in White with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

**R918-44-WHC-44**
18” Radial Shade in White with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

**R918-49-BLC-49**
18” Radial Shade in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

**R918-49-WHC-49**
18” Radial Shade in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*
RADIAL SERIES: R918

Available in LED

- **R918-41-200GLFR-GUP-41-RBHC-42WPL-41**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

- **R918-41-200GLFR-GUP-41-RWHC-42WPL-41**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

- **R918-42-200GLFR-GUP-42-RBHC-42WPL-42**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

- **R918-42-200GLFR-GUP-42-RWHC-42WPL-42**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

- **R918-44-200GLFR-GUP-44-RBHC-42WPL-44**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

- **R918-44-200GLFR-GUP-44-RWHC-42WPL-44**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

- **R918-49-200GLFR-GUP-49-RBHC-42WPL-49**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

- **R918-49-200GLFR-GUP-49-RWHC-42WPL-49**
  18” Radial Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.

Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Lamps not included. Design and factory’s discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
WAREHOUSE SERIES: W516

W516-41-E6-41
16” Warehouse Shade with E6 Arm in Black. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-41-E6-41-100GLFR-GUP-41-RTC-32WPL-41
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Black and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

W516-42-E6-42
16” Warehouse Shade with E6 Arm in Forest Green. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-42-E6-42-100GLFR-GUP-42-RTC-32WPL-42
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Forest Green and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

W516-44-E6-44
16” Warehouse Shade with E6 Arm in White. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-44-E6-44-100GLFR-GUP-44-RTC-32WPL-44
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in White and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

W516-49-E6-49
16” Warehouse Shade with E6 Arm in Galvanized. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-49-E6-49-100GLFR-GUP-49-RTC-32WPL-49
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Galvanized and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturers instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.

W516-41-BLC-41
16" Warehouse Shade in Black with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-41-WHC-41
16" Warehouse Shade in Black with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-42-BLC-42
16" Warehouse Shade in Forest Green with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-42-WHC-42
16" Warehouse Shade in Forest Green with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-44-BLC-44
16" Warehouse Shade in White with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-44-WHC-44
16" Warehouse Shade in White with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-49-BLC-49
16" Warehouse Shade in Galvanized with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W516-49-WHC-49
16" Warehouse Shade in Galvanized with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

* Max wattage based on open lamp.
WAREHOUSE SERIES: W516

**W516-41-100GLFR-GUP-41-RBHC-32WPL-41**
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W516-41-100GLFR-GUP-41-RWHC-32WPL-41**
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W516-42-100GLFR-GUP-42-RBHC-32WPL-42**
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W516-42-100GLFR-GUP-42-RWHC-32WPL-42**
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W516-44-100GLFR-GUP-44-RBHC-32WPL-44**
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W516-44-100GLFR-GUP-44-RWHC-32WPL-44**
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W516-49-100GLFR-GUP-49-RBHC-32WPL-49**
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W516-49-100GLFR-GUP-49-RWHC-32WPL-49**
16” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.
WAREHOUSE SERIES: W518

**W518-41-BLC-41**
18" Warehouse Shade in Black with canopy and 8’
Black Cord.
Medium Base Socket.*

**W518-41-WHC-41**
18" Warehouse Shade in Black with canopy and 8’
White Cord.
Medium Base Socket.*

**W518-42-BLC-42**
18" Warehouse Shade in Forest Green with canopy and 8’
Black Cord.
Medium Base Socket.*

**W518-42-WHC-42**
18" Warehouse Shade in Forest Green with canopy and 8’
White Cord.
Medium Base Socket.*

**W518-44-BLC-44**
18" Warehouse Shade in White with canopy and 8’
Black Cord.
Medium Base Socket.*

**W518-44-WHC-44**
18" Warehouse Shade in White with canopy and 8’ White Cord.
Medium Base Socket.*

**W518-49-BLC-49**
18" Warehouse Shade in Galvanized with canopy and 8’
Black Cord.
Medium Base Socket.*

**W518-49-WHC-49**
18" Warehouse Shade in Galvanized with canopy and 8’ White Cord.
Incandescent 200W.*
**WAREHOUSE SERIES: W518**

**W518-41-100GLFR-GUP-41-RBHC-32WPL-41**
18” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W518-41-100GLFR-GUP-41-RWHC-32WPL-41**
18” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W518-42-100GLFR-GUP-42-RBHC-32WPL-42**
18” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W518-42-100GLFR-GUP-42-RWHC-32WPL-42**
18” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W518-44-100GLFR-GUP-44-RBHC-32WPL-44**
18” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W518-44-100GLFR-GUP-44-RWHC-32WPL-44**
18” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W518-49-100GLFR-GUP-49-RBHC-32WPL-49**
18” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ Black Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

**W518-49-100GLFR-GUP-49-RWHC-32WPL-49**
18” Warehouse Shade with 100W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8’ White Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL or 32WCFL.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.

Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
WAREHOUSE SERIES: W520

Available in LED

W520-41-E6-41
20" Warehouse Shade with E6 Arm in Black. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-41-E6-41-200GLFR-GUP-41-RTC-42WPL-41
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Black and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

W520-42-E6-42
20" Warehouse Shade with E6 Arm in Forest Green. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-42-E6-42-200GLFR-GUP-42-RTC-42WPL-42
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Forest Green and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

W520-44-E6-44
20" Warehouse Shade with E6 Arm in White. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-44-E6-44-200GLFR-GUP-44-RTC-42WPL-44
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in White and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

W520-49-E6-49
20" Warehouse Shade with E6 Arm in Galvanized. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-49-E6-49-200GLFR-GUP-49-RTC-42WPL-49
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard, E6 Arm in Galvanized and RTC Ballast Housing with Fluorescent Ballast. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. WAREHOUSE SERIES: W520

W520-41-BLC-41
20" Warehouse Shade in Black with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-41-WHC-41
20" Warehouse Shade in Black with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-42-BLC-42
20" Warehouse Shade in Forest Green with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-42-WHC-42
20" Warehouse Shade in Forest Green with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-44-BLC-44
20" Warehouse Shade in White with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-44-WHC-44
20" Warehouse Shade in White with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-49-BLC-49
20" Warehouse Shade in Galvanized with canopy and 8' Black Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

W520-49-WHC-49
20" Warehouse Shade in Galvanized with canopy and 8' White Cord. Medium Base Socket.*

* Max wattage based on open lamp.
WAREHOUSE SERIES: W520

Available in LED

W520-41-200GLFR-GUP-41-RBHC-42WPL-41
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8' Black Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

W520-41-200GLFR-GUP-41-RWHC-42WPL-41
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8' White Cord in Black. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

W520-42-200GLFR-GUP-42-RBHC-42WPL-42
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8' Black Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

W520-42-200GLFR-GUP-42-RWHC-42WPL-42
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8' White Cord in Forest Green. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

W520-44-200GLFR-GUP-44-RBHC-42WPL-44
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8' Black Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

W520-44-200GLFR-GUP-44-RWHC-42WPL-44
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8' White Cord in White. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

W520-49-200GLFR-GUP-49-RBHC-42WPL-49
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8' Black Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.

W520-49-200GLFR-GUP-49-RWHC-42WPL-49
20" Warehouse Shade with 200W Frosted Glass, Wire Guard and 8' White Cord in Galvanized. Canopy and ballast included. Fluorescent ballast accommodates 26WCFL, 32WCFL, or 42WCFL.
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory’s discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel. All fixtures come standard with 96” of lead wire. Additional lead wire (LDW) is available.

**VAPOR TIGHT SERIES:**

**100WGL, 200WGL**

100WGLCL-GUPC100-49
Wall Mount 100 Watt Incandescent Vapor Tight with Cast Guard.

100WGLCL-RTCNC-32WPL-GUPC100-49
Wall Mount 32 Watt Fluorescent Vapor Tight with Cast Guard.

100WGLCL-GUPC100-CVTS100-49
Wall Mount 100 Watt Incandescent Vapor Tight with Cast Guard and Cut Shade.

100WGLCL-RTCNC-32WPL-GUPC100-CVTS100-49
Wall Mount 32 Watt Fluorescent Vapor Tight with Cast Guard and Cut Shade.

200WGLCL-GUP200-49
Wall Mount 200 Watt Incandescent Vapor Tight with Wire Guard.

200WGLCL-RTCNC-42WPL-GUP200-CVTS200-49
Wall Mount 42 Watt Fluorescent Vapor Tight with Wire Guard and Cut Shade.

200WGLCL-GUP200-CVTS200-49
Wall Mount 200 Watt Incandescent Vapor Tight with Wire Guard and Cut Shade.

200WGLCL-RTCNC-42WPL-GUP200-CVTS200-49
Wall Mount 42 Watt Fluorescent Vapor Tight with Wire Guard and Cut Shade.

Available Colors: 41 (Black); 42 (Forest Green); 44 (White); 49 (Galvanized); 51 (Architectural Bronze)
VAPO TIGHT SERIES:
100GL, 200GL

100GLCL-GUPC100-E22-49
100 Watt Incandescent Vapor Tight with Cast Guard Mounted on Straight E22 Arm. See above for available colors.

100GLCL-RTCNC-32WPL-GUPC100-E22-49
32 Watt Fluorescent Vapor Tight with Cast Guard Mounted on Straight E22 Arm. See above for available colors.

100GLCL-GUPC100-VTS100-E22-49
100 Watt Incandescent Vapor Tight and Shade with Cast Guard Mounted on Straight E22 Arm. See above for available colors.

100GLCL-RTCNC-32WPL-GUPC-VTS100-E22-49
32 Watt Fluorescent Vapor Tight and Shade with Cast Guard Mounted on Straight E22 Arm. See above for available colors.

200GLCL-GUP200-E22-49
200 Watt Incandescent Vapor Tight with Wire Guard Mounted on Straight E22 Arm. See above for available colors.

200GLCL-RTCNC-42WPL-GUP200-E22-49
42 Watt Fluorescent Vapor Tight with Wire Guard Mounted on Straight E22 Arm. See above for available colors.

200GLCL-RTCNC-42WPL-GUP200-VTS200-E22-49
42 Watt Fluorescent Vapor Tight and Shade with Wire Guard Mounted on Straight E22 Arm. See above for available colors.

Available Colors:
41 (Black); 42 (Forest Green); 44 (White); 49 (Galvanized); 51 (Architectural Bronze)

Maximum wattage is specified in order string.
* Max wattage based on open lamp.
† If lower wattage is desired, please specify 26WPL.
†† If lower wattage is desired, please specify 26WPL or 32WPL.
Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturers instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory’s discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel. All fixtures come standard with 96” of lead wire. Additional lead wire (LDW) is available.

**VAPOR TIGHT SERIES:**

**GLGUF200**

**GLGUF100-CL-GUPC100-49**
Ceiling Flush Mount 100 Watt Incandescent Vapor Tight with Cast Guard. See above for available colors.

**GLGUF100-CL-RTCNC-32WPL-GUPC100-49**
Ceiling Flush Mount 32 WPL Fluorescent Vapor Tight with Cast Guard. See above for available colors.

**GLGUF200-CL-GUP200-49**
Ceiling Flush Mount 200 Watt Incandescent Vapor Tight with Wire Guard. See above for available colors.

**GLGUF200-CL-RTCNC-42WPL-GUP200-49**
Ceiling Flush Mount 42 WPL Fluorescent Vapor Tight with Wire Guard. See above for available colors.

Available Colors: 41 (Black); 42 (Forest Green); 44 (White); 49 (Galvanized); 51 (Architectural Bronze)
**POST MOUNT SERIES: PM10**

Available in LED

**W520-41-PM10-41-BD3S9.125-41**
20" Warehouse Shade with 3/4" Post Mount Arm with 3" Diameter Smooth Bolt Down Pole with a Finished Height of 9’ and .125 wall all in Black. Anchor bolts included. Medium Base Socket.*

**W520-42-PM10-42-BD3S9.125-42**
20" Warehouse Shade with 3/4" Post Mount Arm with 3" Diameter Smooth Bolt Down Pole with a Finished Height of 9’ and .125 wall all in Forest Green. Anchor bolts included. Medium Base Socket.*

**W520-44-PM10-44-BD3S9.125-44**
20" Warehouse Shade with 3/4" Post Mount Arm with 3" Diameter Smooth Bolt Down Pole with a Finished Height of 9’ and .125 wall all in White. Anchor bolts included. Medium Base Socket.*

**W520-49-PM10-49-BD3S9.125-49**
20" Warehouse Shade with 3/4" Post Mount Arm with 3" Diameter Smooth Bolt Down Pole with a Finished Height of 9’ and .125 wall all in Galvanized. Anchor bolts included. Medium Base Socket.*
POST MOUNT SERIES: PM20

Available in LED

W520(2)-41-PM20-41-BD3S9.125-41
(2) 20" Warehouse Shades with 3/4" Double Post Mount Arm with 3" Diameter Smooth Bolt Down Shaft with a Finished Height of 9" and .125 wall all in Black. Anchor bolts included. Medium Base Socket.

W520(2)-42-PM20-42-BD3S9.125-42
(2) 20" Warehouse Shades with 3/4" Double Post Mount Arm with 3" Diameter Smooth Bolt Down Shaft with a Finished Height of 9" and .125 wall all in Forest Green. Anchor bolts included. Medium Base Socket.

W520(2)-49-PM20-49-BD3S9.125-49
(2) 20" Warehouse Shades with 3/4" Double Post Mount Arm with 3" Diameter Smooth Bolt Down Shaft with a Finished Height of 9" and .125 wall all in Galvanized. Anchor bolts included. Medium Base Socket.

W520(2)-44-PM20-44-BD3S9.125-44
(2) 20" Warehouse Shades with 3/4" Double Post Mount Arm with 3" Diameter Smooth Bolt Down Shaft with a Finished Height of 9" and .125 wall all in White. Anchor bolts included. Medium Base Socket.

* Max wattage based on open lamp.

Painted finishes are powder coated for a durable, scratch-resistant finish. White paint standard inside all painted fixtures except Galvanized. Galvanized is a painted finish. Fixtures, arms and post mounts are U.L. wet listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Fixtures with cord are U.L. damp/dry listed when installed according to manufacturer's instructions. Lamps not included. Design and construction may change at factory's discretion. Screw hardware may not match finish, but are made of stainless steel.
For updated product and technical information, visit us on-line:
anplighting.com

Custom Fixtures Available

anplighting.com